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1 Qubits, gates and networks
Consider the two binary strings,

011;
(1)
111:
(2)
The rst one an represent, for example, the number 3 (in binary) and the
se ond one the number 7: In general three physi al bits an be prepared in
23 = 8 di erent on gurations that an represent, for example, the integers
from 0 to 7: However, a register omposed of three lassi al bits an store only
one number at a given moment of time. Enter qubits and quantum registers:
A qubit is a quantum system in whi h the Boolean states 0 and 1 are represented by a pres ribed pair of normalised and mutually orthogonal quantum
states labeled as fj0i; j1ig [1℄. The two states form a ` omputational basis' and
any other (pure) state of the qubit an be written as a superposition j0i + j1i
for some and su h that j j2 + j j2 = 1: A qubit is typi ally a mi ros opi
system, su h as an atom, a nu lear spin, or a polarised photon. A olle tion of
n qubits is alled a quantum register of size n.
We shall assume that information is stored in the registers in binary form.
For example, the number 6 is represented by a register in state j1i j1i
j0i. In more ompa t notation: jai stands for the tensor produ t jan 1 i
jan 2 i : : : ja1 i ja0 i, where ai 2 f0; 1g, and it represents a quantum register
prepared with the value a = 20 a0 + 21a1 + : : : 2n 1 an 1 . There are 2n states of
this kind, representing all binary strings of length n or numbers from 0 to 2n 1,
and they form a onvenient omputational basis. In the following a 2 f0; 1gn
(a is a binary string of length n) implies that j ai belongs to the omputational
basis.
Thus a quantum register of size three an store individual numbers su h as
3 or 7,
j0i j1i j1i  j011i  j3i;
(3)
1

j1i j1i j1i  j111i  j7i;

(4)
but, it an also store the two of them simultaneously. For if we take the
rst
p qubit and instead of setting it to j0i or j1i we prepare a superposition
1= 2 (j0i + j1i) then we obtain
p1 (j0i + j1i) j1i j1i  p1 (j011i + j111i) ;
(5)
2
2
(6)
 p1 (j3i + j7i) :
2
In fa t we an prepare this register in a superpositionpof all eight numbers { it
is enough to put ea h qubit into the superposition 1= 2 (j0i + j1i) : This gives
p1 (j0i + j1i) p1 (j0i + j1i) p1 (j0i + j1i) ;
(7)
2
2
2
whi h an also be written in binary as (ignoring the normalisation onstant
2 3=2 ),
j000i + j001i + j010i + j011i + j100i + j101i + j110i + j111i:
(8)
or in de imal notation as
j0i + j1i + j2i + j3i + j4i + j5i + j6i + j7i;
(9)
or simply as
7
X
j xi :
(10)
x=0

These preparations, and any other manipulations on qubits, have to be performed by unitary operations. A quantum logi gate is a devi e whi h performs
a xed unitary operation on sele ted qubits in a xed period of time and a
quantum network is a devi e onsisting of quantum logi gates whose omputational steps are syn hronised in time [2℄. The outputs of some of the gates
are onne ted by wires to the inputs of others. The size of the network is the
number of gates it ontains.
The most ommon quantum gate is the Hadamard gate, a single qubit gate
H performing the unitary transformation known as the Hadamard transform.
It is de ned as


1
1
1
p
H=
j xi H
( 1)x j xi + j 1 xi
2 1 1
The matrix is written in the omputational basis fj 0i ; j 1ig and the diagram on
the right provides a s hemati representation of the gate H a ting on a qubit
in state j xi, with x = 0; 1.
And here is a network, of size three, whi h a e ts the Hadamard transform
on three qubits. If they are initially in state j 000i then the output is the superposition of all eight numbers from 0 to 7.
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IN BINARY

 j 000i + j 001i + j 010i + j 011i + 
+ j 100i + j 101i + j 110i + j 111i
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1
23=2

IN DECIMAL

If the three qubits are initially in some other state from the omputational
basis then the result is a superposition of all numbers from 0 to 7 but exa tly
half of them will appear in the superposition with the minus sign, for example,


1
j
000
i
j
001
i
+
j
010
i
j
011
i
+
j 101i 7! 23=2
(11)
j 100i + j 101i j 110i + j 111i :
In general, if we start with a register of size n in some state y 2 f0; 1gn then

j yi 7! 2

n=2

X

x2f0;1gn

( 1)yx j xi ;

(12)

where the produ t of y = (yn 1 ; : : : ; y0) and x = (xn 1 ; : : : ; x0 ) is taken bit by
bit:
y  x = (yn 1 xn 1 + : : : y1 x1 + y0 x0 ):
(13)
We will need another single qubit gate { the phase shift gate  de ned as
j 0i 7! j 0i and j 1i 7! ei j 1i, or, in matrix notation,



1 1 0
(14)
= p
eix j xi
j
x
i
i
2 0 e
The Hadamard gate and the phase gate an be ombined to onstru t the
following network (of size four), whi h generates the most general pure state of
a single qubit (up to a global phase),

v

j 0i

t
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2

t+



os  j 0i + ei sin  j 1i :
(15)
Consequently, the Hadamard and phase gates are suÆ ient to onstru t any
unitary operation on a single qubit.
Thus the Hadamard gates and the phase gates an be used to transform the
input state j0ij0i:::j0i of the n qubit register into any state of the type j 1 i
j 2 i::: j n i; where j i i is an arbitrary superposition of j0i and j1i: These are
rather spe ial n-qubit states, alled the produ t states or the separable states.
In general, a quantum register of size n > 1 an be prepared in states whi h
are not separable { they are known as entangled states. For example, for two
qubits (n = 2), the state
j00i + j01i = j0i ( j0i + j1i)
(16)
H

H

3

is separable, j 1 i = j0i and j 2 i = j0i + j1i, whilst the state

j00i + j11i 6= j i j i
1

(17)

2

is entangled ( ; 6= 0), be ause it annot be written as a tensor produ t.
In order to entangle two (or more qubits) we have to extend our repertoire
of quantum gates to two-qubit gates. The most popular two-qubit gate is the
ontrolled-NOT ( -not), also known as the xor or the measurement gate. It
ips the se ond (target) qubit if the rst ( ontrol) qubit is j 1i and does nothing
if the ontrol qubit is j 0i. The gate is represented by the unitary matrix
0

1
0
0
0

t
m

1

0 0 0
j xi
j xi
C
B
1
0
0
C
B
C=
(18)
0 0 1A
j
x  yi
j
yi
0 1 0
where x; y = 0 or 1 and  denotes XOR or addition modulo 2. If we apply
the -not to Boolean data in whi h the target qubit is j0i and the ontrol is
either j0i or j1i then the e e t is to leave the ontrol un hanged while the target
be omes a opy of the ontrol, i.e.

jxij0i 7! jxijxi

x = 0; 1:

(19)

One might suppose that this gate ould also be used to opy superpositions su h
as j i = j0i + j1i; so that

j ij0i 7! j ij i

(20)

for any j i: This is not so! The unitarity of the -not requires that the gate
turns superpositions in the ontrol qubit into entanglement of the ontrol and
the target. If the ontrol qubit is in a superposition state j i = j0i + j1i;
( ; 6= 0); and the target in j0i then the -not generates the entangled state
( j0i + j1i) j0i 7! j00i + j11i:

(21)

Let us noti e in passing that it is impossible to onstru t a universal quantum loning ma hine e e ting the transformation in Eq.(20), or even the more
general
j ij0ijW i 7! j ij ijW 0 i
(22)
where jW i refers to the state of the rest of the world and j i is any quantum
state [3℄. To see this take any two normalised states j i and ji whi h are nonidenti al (jhj ij 6= 1) and non-orthogonal (hj i 6= 0 ), and run the loning
ma hine,

j ij0ijW i !
7 j ij ijW 0 i
jij0ijW i !
7 jijijW 00 i
4

(23)
(24)

As this must be a unitary transformation whi h preserves the inner produ t
hen e we must require
hj i = hj i2 hW 0 jW 00 i
(25)
and this an only be satis ed when jhj ij = 0 or 1, whi h ontradi ts our
assumptions. Thus states of qubits, unlike states of lassi al bits, annot be
faithfully loned. This leads to interesting appli ations, quantum ryptography
being one su h.
Another ommon two-qubit gate is the ontrolled phase shift gate B ()
de ned as
9
1
0
1 0 0 0
>
j
xi
>
=
B 0 1 0 0 C
C
B
B () =  0 0 1 0 A
eixy j xi j yi : (26)
>
>
j yi
;
0 0 0 ei

t
t

Again, the matrix is written in the omputational basis fj 00i ; j 01i ; j 10i ; j 11ig
and the diagram on the right shows the stru ture of the gate.
More generally, these various 2-qubit ontrolled gates are all of the form
ontrolled-U , for some single-qubit unitary transformation U . The ontrolled-U
gate applies the identity transformation to the auxiliary (lower) qubit when the
ontrol qubit is in state j 0i and applies an arbitrary pres ribed U when the
ontrol qubit is in state j 1i. The gate maps j 0i j yi to j 0i j yi and j 1i j yi to
j 1i (U j yi), and is graphi ally represented as

v

U

The Hadamard gate, all phase gates, and the -not, form an in nite uni-not gate as well as the Hadamard and all phase
gates are available then any n-qubit unitary operation an be simulated exa tly
with O(4n n) su h gates [4℄. (Here and in the following we use the asymptoti
notation { O(T (n)) means bounded above by T (n) for some onstant > 0 for
suÆ iently large n.) This is not the only universal set of gates. In fa t, almost
any gate whi h an entangle two qubits an be used as a universal gate [6, 8℄.
Mathemati ally, an elegant hoi e is a pair of the Hadamard and the ontrolledV ( -V ) where V is des ribed by the unitary matrix


1
0
V= 0 i :
(27)
The two gates form a nite universal set of gates { networks ontaining only
a nite number of these gates an approximate any unitary transformation on
two (and more) qubits. More pre isely, if U is any two-qubit gate and " > 0

versal set of gates i.e. if the
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then there exists a quantum network of size O(logd (1=")) (where d is a onstant)
onsisting of only H and -V gates whi h omputes a unitary operation U 0 that
is within distan e " from U [50℄. The metri is indu ed by the Eu lidean norm
- we say that U 0 is within distan e " from U if there exists a unit omplex
number  (phase fa tor) su h that jjU U 0 jj P
 ". Thus if U 0 is substituted for
0x jxi approximates the nal
U in a quantum network thenPthe nal state x p
P
0
state of the original network x x jxi as follows:
x j2  ". The
x j x
probability of any spe i ed measurement out ome on the nal state is a e ted
by at most ".
A quantum omputer will be viewed here as a quantum network (or a family
of quantum networks)and quantum omputation is de ned as a unitary evolution of the network whi h takes its initial state \input" into some nal state
\output". We have hosen the network model of omputation, rather than Turing ma hines, be ause it is relatively simple and easy to work with and be ause
it is mu h more relevant when it omes to physi al implementation of quantum
omputation.

2 Quantum arithmeti and fun tion evaluations
Let us now des ribe how quantum omputers a tually ompute, how they add
and multiply numbers, and how they evaluate Boolean fun tions by means of
unitary operations. Here and in the following we will often use the modular
arithmeti [9℄. Re all that
a mod b
(28)
denotes the remainder obtained by dividing integer b into integer a, whi h is
always a number less than b. Basi ally a = b mod n if a = b + kn for some integer
k. This is expressed by saying that a is ongruent to b modulo n or that b is the
residue of a modulo n. For example, 1 mod 7 = 8 mod 7 = 15 mod 7 = 50 mod
7 = 1. Modular arithmeti is ommutative, asso iative, and distributive.
(a  b) mod n = ((a mod n)  (b mod n)) mod n
(29)
(a  b) mod n = ((a mod n)  (b mod n)) mod n
(30)
(a  (b + )) mod n = (((ab) mod n + ((a ) mod n)) mod n (31)
Thus, if you need to al ulate, say, 38 mod 7 do not use the naive approa h
and perform seven multipli ations and one huge modular redu tion. Instead,
perform three smaller multipli ations and three smaller redu tions,
((32 mod 7)2 mod 7)2 mod 7 = (22 mod 7)2 mod 7 = 16 mod 7 = 2: (32)
This kind of arithmeti is ideal for omputers as it restri ts the range of all intermediate results. For l-bit modulus n, the intermediate results of any addition,
subtra tion or multipli ation will not be more than 2l bits long. In quantum
registers of size n, addition modulo 2n is one of the most ommon operations;
for all x 2 f0; 1gn and for any a 2 f0; 1gn,
j xi 7! j (x + a) mod 2n i
(33)
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is a well de ned unitary transformation.
The tri ky bit in the modular arithmeti is the inverse operation, and here
we need some basi number theory. An integer a  2 is said to be prime if
it is divisible only by 1 and a (we onsider only positive divisors). Otherwise,
a is alled omposite. The greatest ommon divisor of two integers a and b is
the greatest positive integer d denoted d = g d(a; b) that divides both a and b.
Two integers a and b are said to be oprime or relatively prime if g d(a; b) = 1.
Given two integers a and n that are oprime, it an be shown that there exists
an unique integer d 2 f0; : : : ; n 1g su h that ad = 1 mod n [9℄. The integer d
is alled inverse modulo n of a, and denoted a 1 . For example, modulo 7 we
nd that 3 1 = 5 mod n, sin e 3  5 = 15 = 2  7 + 1 = 1 mod 7. This bizarre
arithmeti and the notation is due to Karl Friedri h Gauss (1777-1855). It was
rst introdu ed in his Disquistiones Arithmeti ae in 1801.
In quantum omputers addition, multipli ation, and any other arithmeti
operation have to be embedded in unitary evolution. We will sti k to the
Hadamard and the ontrolled-V ( -V ), and use them as building blo ks for
all other gates and eventually for quantum adders and multipliers.
If we apply -V four times we get identity, so any three subsequent appli ations of -V give the inverse of -V , whi h will be alled -V y . Now, if we have
a ouple of the -V gates and a ouple of the Hadamard gates we an build the
-not as follows

v v

H

V

v
l



V

H

A single qubit operation not an be performed via a -not gate if the ontrol qubit is set to j1i and viewed as an auxiliary qubit. This is not to say
that we want to do it in pra ti e. The -not gate is mu h more diÆ ult to
build than a single qubit not. Right now we are looking into the mathemati al
stru ture of quantum Boolean networks and do not are about pra ti alities.
Our two elementary gates also allow us to onstru t a very useful gate alled
the ontrolled- ontrolled-not gate ( 2 -not) or the To oli gate [10℄. The onstru tion is given by the following network,

t
t t
t j t j

H

V

Vy

V
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H

t
t
j

This gate has two ontrol qubits (the top two wires on the diagram) and one
target qubit whi h is negated only when the two ontrols are in the state j1ij1i.
The 2 -not gate gives us the logi al onne tives we need for arithmeti . If the
target is initially set to j0i the gate a ts as a reversible and gate - after the gate
operation the target be omes the logi al and of the two ontrol qubits.
j x1 ; x2 i j 0i 7! j x1 ; x2 i j x1 ^ x2 i
(34)
On e we have in our repertoire operations su h as not, and, and -not, all of
them implemented as unitary operations, we an, at least in prin iple, evaluate
any Boolean fun tion f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gm whi h map n bits of input into m
bits of output. A simple on atenation of the To oli gate and the -not gives
a simpli ed quantum adder, shown below, whi h is a good starting point for
onstru ting full adders, multipliers and more elaborate networks.

jx i
jx i
j yi
1

s
s
h

jx i
jx i
1

jx i
jx i
j 0i
1

s s
s h
h

jx i
1

SUM = j x1  x2 i
CARRY = j x1 x2 i
j x1 x2  yi
TOFFOLI GATE
QUANTUM ADDER
We an view the To oli gate and the evolution given by Eq. (34) as a quantum
implementation of a Boolean fun tion f : f0; 1g2 ! f0; 1g de ned by f (x1 ; x2 ) =
x1 ^ x2 . The operation and is not reversible, so we had to embed it in the
reversible operation 2 -not. If the third bit is initially set to 1 rather than 0
then the value of x1 ^ x2 is negated. In general we write the a tion of the To oli
gate as the fun tion evaluation,
j x1 ; x2 i j yi 7! j x1 ; x2 i j (y + (x1 ^ x2 )) mod 2i :
(35)
This is how we ompute any Boolean fun tion f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gm on a quantum omputer. We require at least two quantum registers; the rst one, of size
n, to store the arguments of f and the se ond one, of size n, to store the values
of f . The fun tion evaluation is then a unitary evolution of the two registers,
jx; yi 7! jx; (y + f (x)) mod 2m i:
(36)
for any y 2 f0; 1gm. (In the following, if there is no danger of onfusion, we
may simplify the notation and omit the mod suÆx.)
For example, a network omputing f : f0; 1g2 ! f0; 1g3 su h that f (x) = x2
a ts as follows
j00ij000i 7! j00ij000i; j10ij000i 7! j10ij100i
(37)
j01ij000i 7! j01ij001i; j11ij000i 7! j11ij001i
(38)
whi h an be written as
jx; 0i 7! jx; x2 mod 8i;
(39)
2

2

2
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e.g. 3 mod 2 = 1 whi h explains why j11ij000i 7! j11ij001i.
2

2

In fa t, for these kind of operations we also need a third register with the
so- alled working bits whi h are set to zero at the input and return to zero at
the output but whi h an take non-zero values during the omputation.
What makes quantum fun tion evaluation really interesting is its a tion on
a superposition of di erent inputs x, for example,
X

x

jx; 0i 7!

X

x

jx; f (x)i

(40)

produ es f (x) for all x in a P
single run. The snag is that we annot get them
all from the entangled state x jx; f (x)i be ause any bit by bit measurement
on the rst register will yield one parti ular value x0 2 f0; 1gn and the se ond
register will then be found with the value f (x0 ) 2 f0; 1gm.

3 Algorithms and their omplexity
In order to solve a parti ular problem, omputers, be it lassi al or quantum,
follow a pre ise set of instru tions that an be me hani ally applied to yield
the solution to any given instan e of the problem. A spe i ation of this set
of instru tions is alled an algorithm. Examples of algorithms are the pro edures taught in elementary s hools for adding and multiplying whole numbers;
when these pro edures are me hani ally applied, they always yield the orre t
result for any pair of whole numbers. Any algorithm an be represented by a
family of Boolean networks (N1 ; N2 ; N3 ; :::), where the network Nn a ts on all
possible input instan es of size n bits. Any useful algorithm should have su h
a family spe i ed by an example network Nn and a simple rule explaining how
to onstru t the network Nn+1 from the network Nn . These are alled uniform
families of networks [11℄.1
The quantum Hadamard transform de ned by Eq.(12) has a uniform family
of networks whose size is growing as n with the number of input qubits. Another
good example of a uniform family of networks is the quantum Fourier transform
(QFT) [12℄ de ned in the omputational basis as the unitary operation

j yi 7! 2

n=2

X

x

ei 2n yx j xi ;
2

(41)

Suppose we want to onstru t su h a unitary evolution of n qubits using our
repertoire of quantum logi gates. We an start with a single qubit and noti e
that in this ase the QFT is redu ed to applying a Hadamard gate. Then we
an take two qubits and noti e that the QFT an be implemented with two
Hadamard gates and the ontrolled phase shift B ()in between. Progressing
this way we an onstru t the three qubit QFT and the four qubit QFT, whose
network looks like this:
1 This means that the network model is not a self- ontained model of omputation. We
need an algorithm, a Turing ma hine, whi h maps ea h n into an expli it des ription of Nn .
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jx i
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3

j 0i + e ix=
j 0i + e ix=
j 0i + e ix=
j 0i + e ix=
2

H

2

2

22

2

23

2

24

j 1i
j 1i
j 1i
j 1i

H B () H B (=2)B () H B (=4)B (=2)B () H

(N.B. there are three di erent types of the B () gate in the network above:
B (), B (=2) and B (=4).)
The general ase of n qubits requires a trivial extension of the network
following the same sequen e pattern of gates H and B . The QFT network
operating on n qubits ontains n Hadamard gates H and n(n 1)=2 phase
shifts B , in total n(n + 1)=2 elementary gates.

The big issue in designing algorithms or their orresponding families of networks is the optimal use of physi al resour es required to solve a problem.
Complexity theory is on erned with the inherent ost of omputation in terms
of some designated elementary operations, memory usage, or network size. An
algorithm is said to be fast or eÆ ient if the number of elementary operations
taken to exe ute it in reases no faster than a polynomial fun tion of the size
of the input. We generally take the input size to be the total number of bits
needed to spe ify the input (for example, a number N requires log2 N bits of
binary storage in a omputer). In the language of network omplexity - an algorithm is said to be eÆ ient if it has a uniform and polynomial-size network
family (O(nd ) for some onstant d) [11℄. For example, the quantum Fourier
transform an be performed in an eÆ ient way be ause it has a uniform family
of networks whose size grows only as a quadrati fun tion of the size of the
input, i.e. O(n2 ). Changing from one set of gates to another, e.g. onstru ting
the QFT out of the Hadamard and the ontrolled-V gates with a pres ribed
pre ision , an only a e t the network size by a multipli ative onstant whi h
does not a e t the quadrati s aling with n. Thus the omplexity of the QFT
is O(n2 ) no matter whi h set of adequate gates we use. Problems whi h do not
have eÆ ient algorithms are known as hard problems.
Elementary arithmeti operations taught at s hools, su h as long addition,
multipli ation or division of n bit numbers require O(n2 ) operations. For example, to multiply x = (xn 1 :::x1 x0 ) and y = (yn 1 :::y1 y0 ) we su essively
multiply y by x0 , x1 and so on, shift, and then add the result. Ea h multipli ation of y by xk takes about n single bit operations, the addition of the n
produ ts takes of the order of n2 bit operations, whi h adds to the total O(n2 )
operations. Knowing the omplexity of elementary arithmeti one an often
assess the omplexity of other algorithms. For example, the greatest ommon
divisor of two integers x and y < x an be found using Eu lid's algorithm; the
10

oldest nontrivial algorithm whi h has been known and used sin e 300 BC.2 First
divide x by y obtaining remainder r1 . Then divide y by r1 obtaining remainder
r2 , then divide r1 by r2 obtaining remainder r3 , et ., until the remainder is
zero. The last non-zero remainder is g d(x; y) be ause it divides all previous
remainders and hen e also x and y (it is obvious from the onstru tion that it
is the greatest ommon divisor). For example, here is a sequen e or remainders
(rj ; rj+1 ) when we apply Eu lid's algorithm to ompute g d(12378; 3054) = 6:
(12378,3054), (3054,162), (162, 138), (138, 24), (24, 18), (18,6), (6,0). What is
the omplexity of this algorithm? It is easy to see that the largest of the two
numbers is at least halved every two steps, so every two steps we need one bit
less to represent the number, and so the number of steps is at most 2n, where
n is the number of bits in the two integers. Ea h division an be done with at
most O(n2 ) operations hen e the total number of operations is O(n3 ).
There are basi ally three di erent types of Boolean networks: lassi al deterministi , lassi al probabilisti , and quantum. They orrespond to, respe tively,
deterministi , randomised, and quantum algorithms.
Classi al deterministi networks are based on logi al onne tives su h as
and, or, and not and are required to always deliver orre t answers. If a
problem admits a deterministi uniform network family of polynomial size, we
say that the problem is in the lass P [11℄.
Probabilisti networks have additional \ oin ip" gates whi h do not have
any inputs and emit one uniformly-distributed random bit when exe uted during a omputation. Despite the fa t that probabilisti networks may generate
erroneous answers they may be more powerful than deterministi ones. A good
example is primality testing { given an n-bit number x de ide whether or not x
is prime. The smallest known uniform deterministi network family that solves
this problem is of size O(nd log log n ), whi h is not polynomially bounded. However, there is a probabilisti algorithm, due to Solovay and Strassen [13℄, that
an solve the same problem with a uniform probabilisti network family of size
O(n3 log(1=)), where  is the probability of error. N.B.  does not depend on
n and we an hoose it as small as we wish and still get an eÆ ient algorithm.
The log(1=) part an be explained as follows. Imagine a probabilisti network that solves a de ision problem 3 and that errs with probability smaller
than 21 + Æ for xed Æ > 0. If you run r of these networks in parallel (so that the
size of the overall network is in reased by fa tor r) and then use the majority
voting for the nal YES or NO answer your overall probability of error will
bounded by  = exp( Æ2 r). (This follows dire tly from the Cherno bound- see
for instan e, [14℄). Hen e r is of the order log(1=). If a problem admits su h
a family of networks then we say the problem is in the lass BP P (stands for
\bounded-error probabilisti polynomial") [11℄.
Last but not least we have quantum algorithms, or families of quantum
networks, whi h are more powerful than their probabilisti ounterparts. The
2 This truly ` lassi al' algorithm is des ribed in Eu lid's
, the oldest Greek treatise
in mathemati s to rea h us in its entirety. Knuth (1981) provides an extensive dis ussion of
various
versions of Eu lid's algorithm.
3 A de ision problem is a problem that admits only two answers: YES or NO
Elements
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example here is the fa toring problem { given an n-bit number x nd a list of
prime fa tors of x. The smallest knownp uniform probabilisti network family
whi h solves the problem is of size O(2d n n ). One reason why quantum omputation is su h a fashionable eld today is the dis overy, by Peter Shor, of
a uniform family of quantum networks of O(n2 log log n log(1=)) in size, that
solve the fa toring problem [15℄. If a problem admits a uniform quantum network family of polynomial size that for any input gives the right answer with
probability larger than 21 + Æ for xed Æ > 0 then we say the problem is in the
lass BQP (stands for \bounded-error quantum probabilisti polynomial").
We have
P  BP P  BQP
(42)
Quantum networks are potentially more powerful be ause of multiparti le
quantum interferen e, an inherently quantum phenomenon whi h makes the
quantum theory radi ally di erent from any lassi al statisti al theory.
Ri hard Feynman [16℄ was the rst to anti ipate the unusual power of quantum omputers. He observed that it appears to be impossible to simulate a
general quantum evolution on a lassi al probabilisti omputer in an eÆ ient
way i.e. any lassi al simulation of quantum evolution appears to involve an
exponential slowdown in time as ompared to the natural evolution sin e the
amount of information required to des ribe the evolving quantum state in lassi al terms generally grows exponentially in time. However, instead of viewing
this fa t as an obsta le, Feynman regarded it as an opportunity. Let us then follow his lead and try to onstru t a omputing devi e using inherently quantum
me hani al e e ts.
log

4 From interferometers to omputers
A single parti le interferen e in the Ma h-Zehnder interferometer works as follows. A parti le, in this ase a photon, impinges on a beam-splitter (BS1), and,
with some probability amplitudes, propagates via two di erent paths to another
beam-splitter (BS2) whi h dire ts the parti le to one of the two dete tors. Along
ea h path between the two beam-splitters, is a phase shifter (PS).

12



P0 = os2 0 2 1

PS
1

j1i

PS

j0i
j1i

j0i

0

BS1

P1 = sin2 0 2 1

BS2

If the lower path is labeled as state j 0i and the upper one as state j 1i
then the parti le, initially in path j 0i, undergoes the following sequen e of
transformations

j 0i 7! p1 (j 0i + j 1i) 7! p1 (ei j 0i + ei j 1i)
BS1

PS

2

0 +1

p1 (ei 

1

0

1

2
j 0i + ei

(43)

0 +1

j 1i)
2
(44)
7! ei   ( os 12 (0 1 ) j 0i + i sin 12 (0 1 ) j 1i);
where 0 and 1 are the settings of the two phase shifters and the a tion of the
beam-splitters is de ned as
j 0i 7! p12 (j 0i + j 1i); j 1i 7! p12 (j 0i j 1i):
(45)
= ei

BS2

2

0

2

2

1+ 2
2

(We have
ignored the phase shift in the re e ted beam.) The global phase
 
i
shift e
is irrelevant as the interferen e pattern depends on the di eren e
between the phase shifts in di erent arms of the interferometer. The phase
shifters in the two paths an be tuned to e e t any pres ribed relative phase
shift  = 0 1 and to dire t the parti le with probabilities
 

1 (1 + os )
P0 = os2
=
(46)
2
2
 
1 (1 os )

=
(47)
P1 = sin2
2
2
0+ 0
2

respe tively to dete tors \0" and \1".
The roles of the three key ingredients in this experiment are lear. The rst
beam splitter prepares a superposition of possible paths, the phase shifters modify quantum phases in di erent paths and the se ond beam-splitter ombines all
the paths together erasing all information about whi h path was a tually taken
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by the parti le between the two beam-splitters. This erasure is very important
as we shall see in a moment.
Needless to say, single parti le interferen e experiments are not restri ted
to photons. One an go for a di erent \hardware" and repeat the experiment
with ele trons, neutrons, atoms or even mole ules. When it omes to atoms and
mole ules both external and internal degrees of freedom an be used.
Although single parti le interferen e experiments are worth dis ussing in
their own right, here we are only interested in their generi features simply beause they are all \isomorphi " and on e you know and understand one of them
you, at least for our purposes, understand them all (modulo experimental details, of ourse). Let us now des ribe any single parti le interferen e experiment
in more general terms. It is very onvenient to view this experiment in a diagramati way as a quantum network with three quantum logi gates [17℄. The
beam-splitters will be now alled the Hadamard gates and the phase shifters the
phase shift gates. In parti ular any single parti le quantum interferen e an be
represented by the following simple network,
H

x

 = 0

1

H

In order to make a onne tion with a quantum fun tion evaluation let us
now des ribe an alternative onstru tion whi h simulates the a tion of the phase
shift gate. This onstru tion introdu es a phase fa tor  using a ontrolled-U
gate. The phase shift  is \ omputed" with the help of an auxiliary qubit in a
pres ribed state j ui su h that U j ui = ei j ui.

j 0i
j ui

H

v

Measurement

H

j ui

U

In our example, shown above, we obtain the following sequen e of transformations on the two qubits
H p
(j 0i + j 1i) j ui 7!U p (j 0i + ei j 1i) j ui
j 0i j ui 7!
H
7!
( os  j 0i + i sin  j 1i) j ui : (48)
We note that the state of the auxiliary qubit j ui, being an eigenstate of U , is
1
2

1
2

2

2

not altered along this network, but its eigenvalue ei is \ki ked ba k" in front of
the j 1i omponent in the rst qubit. The sequen e (48) is the exa t simulation
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of the Ma h-Zehnder interferometer and, as we shall see later on, the kernel of
quantum algorithms.
Some of the ontrolled-U operations are spe ial - they represent quantum
fun tion evaluations! Indeed, a unitary evolution whi h omputes f : f0; 1gn 7!
f0; 1gm,
j xi j yi 7! j xi j (y + f (x)) mod 2m i ;
(49)
is of the ontrolled-U type. The unitary transformation of the se ond register,
spe i ed by
j yi 7! j (y + f (x)) mod 2mi ;
(50)
depends on x { the state of the rst register. If the initial state of the se ond
register is set to
m 1


2X
1
2
i
j ui = 2m=2
(51)
exp 2m y jyi;
y=0

by applying the QFT to the state j 111:::1i, then the fun tion evaluation generates
m 1


2X
1
2
i
jxi j ui = 2m=2 jxi
(52)
exp 2m y jyi
y=0
m

1 jxi 2X1 exp
7 2m=
!
2



y=0

=
=

m f (x)
e 22i

2m=2

m f (x)
e 22i

2m=2

jxi
jxi

m 1
2X

y=0

m 1
2X

y=0

exp
exp



2i y jf (x) + yi
2m

(53)





2i (f (x) + y) jf (x) + yi
2m



2i y jyi
2m



(54)
(55)

= e im f (x) jxi j ui ;
(56)
where we have relabelled the summation index in the sum ontaining 2m terms
2
2

m 1
2X

y=0

exp



m



2i (f (x) + y) jf (x) + yi = 2X1 exp
2m
y=0





2i y jyi:
2m

(57)

Again, the fun tion evaluation e e tively introdu es the phase fa tors in front
of the jxi terms in the rst register.


2
i
jxi j ui 7! exp 2m f (x) jxi j ui
(58)
Please noti e that the resolution in (x) = 22m f (x) is determined by the size
m of the se ond register. For m = 1 we obtain (x) = f (x), i.e. the phase
fa tors are ( 1)f (x). Let us see how this approa h explains the internal working
of quantum algorithms.
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5 The rst quantum algorithms
The rst quantum algorithms showed advantages of quantum omputation without referring to omputational omplexity measured by the s aling properties of
network sizes. The omputational power of quantum interferen e was dis overed
by ounting how many times ertain Boolean fun tions have to be evaluated in
order to nd the answer to a given problem. Imagine a \bla k box" (also alled
an ora le ) omputing a Boolean fun tion and a s enario in whi h one wants to
learn about a given property of the Boolean fun tion but has to pay for ea h use
of the \bla k box" (often referred to as a query ). The obje tive is to minimise
number of queries.
Consider, for example, a \bla k box" omputing a Boolean fun tion f :
f0; 1g 7! f0; 1g. There are exa tly four su h fun tions: two onstant fun tions
(f (0) = f (1) = 0 and f (0) = f (1) = 1) and two \balan ed" fun tions (f (0) =
0; f (1) = 1 and f (0) = 1; f (1) = 0). The task is to dedu e, by queries to the
\bla k box", whether f is onstant or balan ed (in other words, whether f (0)
and f (1) are the same or di erent).
Classi al intuition tells us that we have to evaluate both f (0) and f (1), whi h
involves evaluating f twi e (two queries). We shall see that this is not so in the
setting of quantum information, where we an solve this problem with a single
fun tion evaluation (one query), by employing an algorithm that has the same
mathemati al stru ture as the Ma h-Zehnder interferometer. The quantum algorithm that a omplishes this is best represented as the quantum network
shown below, where the middle operation is the \bla k box" representing the
fun tion evaluation [17℄.

j 0i
j 0i j 1i

H

v

H

Measurement

j 0i j 1i

f

The initial state of the qubits in the quantum network is j 0i (j 0i j 1i) (apart
from a normalization fa tor, whi h will be omitted in the following). After
the rst Hadamard transform, the state of the two qubits has the form (j 0i +
j 1i)(j 0i j 1i). To determine the e e t of the fun tion evaluation on this state,
rst re all that, for ea h x 2 f0; 1g,

j xi (j 0i j 1i) 7!f ( 1)f x j xi (j 0i j 1i):

(59)
Therefore, the state after the fun tion evaluation is
[( 1)f (0) j 0i + ( 1)f (1) j 1i℄(j 0i j 1i) :
(60)
That is, for ea h x, the j xi term a quires a phase fa tor of ( 1)f (x), whi h
orresponds to the eigenvalue of the state of the auxiliary qubit under the a tion
( )
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of the operator that sends j yi to j y + f (x)i. The se ond qubit is of no interest
to us any more but the state of the rst qubit
( 1)f (0) j 0i + ( 1)f (1) j 1i

(61)

 (j 0i + j 1i) ;

(62)

is equal either to
when f (0) = f (1); or

 (j 0i j 1i) ;

(63)
when f (0) 6= f (1): Hen e, after applying the se ond Hadamard gate the state of
the rst qubit be omes j 0i if the fun tion f is onstant and j 1i if the fun tion
is balan ed! A bit-value measurement on this qubit distinguishes these ases
with ertainty.
This example [17℄ is an improved version of the rst quantum algorithm
proposed by Deuts h [18℄ (The original Deuts h algorithm provides the orre t
answer with probability 50%.) Deuts h's result laid the foundation for the
new eld of quantum omputation, and was followed by several other quantum
algorithms.
Deuts h's original problem was subsequently generalised to over \bla k
boxes" omputing Boolean fun tions f : f0; 1gn 7! f0; 1g. Assume that, for
one of these fun tions, it is \promised" that it is either onstant or balan ed
(i.e. has an equal number of 0's outputs as 1's), and the goal is to determine
whi h of the two properties the fun tion a tually has. How many queries to
f are required to do this? Any lassi al algorithm for this problem would, in
the worst- ase, require 2n 1 + 1 queries before determining the answer with
ertainty. There is a quantum algorithm that solves this problem with a single
evaluation of f .
The algorithm is illustrated by a simple extension of the network whi h
solves Deuts h's problem.

j 0i

H

j 0i

H

j 0i

H

j 0i j 1i

u
u

H

Measurement

H

Measurement

H

Measurement

j 0i j 1i

f

The ontrol register, now omposed out of n qubits (n = 3 in the diagram
above), is initially in state j 00    0i and an auxiliary qubit in the se ond register
starts and remains in the state j 0i j 1i.
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Stepping through the exe ution of the network, the state after the rst nqubit Hadamard transform is applied is
X
j xi (j 0i j 1i) ;
(64)
x

whi h, after the fun tion evaluation, is
X
( 1)f (x) j xi (j 0i j 1i):

(65)

Finally, after the last Hadamard transform, the state is
X
( 1)f (x)+(xy) j yi (j 0i j 1i):

(66)

x

x;y

P

f (x)

Note that the amplitude of j 00    0i is x ( 1)2n whi h is ( 1)f (0) when
f is onstant and 0 when f is balan ed. Therefore, by measuring the rst n
qubits, it an be determined with ertainty whether f is onstant or balan ed.
The algorithm follows the same pattern as Deuts h's algorithm: the Hadamard
transform, a fun tion evaluation, the Hadamard transform (the H-f-H sequen e).
We re ognize it as a generi interferen e pattern.

6 Quantum sear h
The generi H-f-H sequen e may be repeated several times. This an be illustrated, for example, with Grover's data base sear h algorithm [19℄. Suppose we
are given, as an ora le, a Boolean fun tion fk whi h maps f0; 1gn to f0; 1g su h
that fk (x) = Æxk for some k. Our task is to nd k. Thus in a set of numbers
from 0 to 2n 1 one element has been \tagged" and by evaluating fk we have
to nd whi h one. In order to nd k with probability of 50% any lassi al algorithm, be it deterministi or randomised, will need to evaluate fk a minimum of
2n 1 times. In ontrast, a quantum algorithm needs only O(2n=2 ) evaluations.
Unlike the algorithms studied so far, Grover's algorithm onsists of repeated
appli ations of the same unitary transformation many (O(2n=2 )) times. The
initial state is hosen to be the one thatPhas
equal overlap with ea h of the omn
putational basis states: j S i = 2 n=2 2i=0 j ii. The operation applied at ea h
individual iteration, referred to as the Grover iterate, an be best represented
by the following network:

j i
j 0i j 1i

v

v

H

fk

f0
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H

The omponents of the network are by now familiar: Hadamard transforms (H )
and ontrolled-f gates. It is important to noti e that in drawing the network we
have used a shorthand notation: the rst register (with the j i input) a tually
onsists of n qubits. The Hadamard transform is applied to ea h of those qubits
and the ontrolled-f gates a t on all of them simultaneously. Also, the input
to the se ond register is always j 0i j 1i but the input to the rst register,
denoted j i hanges from iteration from iteration, as the al ulation pro eeds.
As usual, the se ond register will be ignored sin e it remains onstant throughout
the omputation.
To begin, onsider only the ontrolled-fk gate. This is just the phaseki kba k onstru tion that was introdu ed in Se tion 4 but for the spe i
fun tion fk . In parti ular, the transformation does nothing to any basis elements ex ept for j ki, whi h goes to j ki. Geometri ally, this is simply a
re e tion in the hyperplane perpendi ular to j ki so let us all it Rk .
Similarly, with respe t to the rst register only, the ontrolled-f0 operation
sends j 0i to j 0i and xes all other basis elements, so it an be written R0 .
Now onsider the sequen e of operations HR0 H . Sin e H 2 = I , we an rewrite
the triple as HR0 H 1 whi h is simply R0 performed in a di erent basis. More
spe i ally, it is re e tion about the hyperplane perpendi ular to
n

1 2X1 j xi = j S i
(67)
H j 0i = n=2
2 x=0
so we will simply write the triple as RS .
We an therefore rewrite the Grover iterate in the simple form G = RS Rk .
Now, sin e ea h re e tion is an orthogonal transformation with negative determinant, their omposition must be an orthogonal transformation with unit
determinant, in other words, a rotation. The question, of ourse, is whi h rotation. To nd the answer it suÆ es to onsider rotations in the plane spanned by
j ki and j S i sin e all other ve tors are xed by the Grover iterate. The generi
geometri al situation is then illustrated in the following diagram.

L2

|a’’>

y
y

|a’>
x

x

L1

|a>

If the ve tor j ai is re e ted through the line L1 to produ e the ve tor j a0 i and
then re e ted a se ond time through line L2 to produ e the ve tor j a00 i, then
the net e e t is a rotation by the total subtended angle between j ai and j a00 i,
whi h is 2x + 2y = 2(x + y) = 2.
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Therefore, writing k? and S ? for plane ve tors perpendi ular to j ki
and j S i respe tively, the Grover iterate performs a rotation of twi e the angle
from k? to S ? . Setting, sin  = 2n=1 , this is easily seen to be a rotation by
2



2(3 2 ) =  2 mod 2:

(68)

Thus, up to phases, the Grover iterate rotates the state ve tor by an angle 2
towards the desired solution j ki. Normally, the initial state for the rst register
is hosen to be j S i. Sin e this initial state j S i is already at an angle  to j ki,
the iterate should be repeated m times, where
(2m + 1)  2 ;
(69)
giving

 1
(70)
4 4
to get a probability of su ess bounded below by os2 (2), whi h goes to 1 as
n 7! 1. For large n, 2n=1 = sin   , so
 1
(71)
m  n=2 :
42
This is an astounding result: any sear h of an unstru tured database an
be performed in time proportional to the square-root of the number of entries
in the database. Subsequent work extended the result to sear hes for multiple
items [20℄, sear hes of stru tured databases [21℄, and many other situations.
Also, Zalka [22℄, Boyer et. al [20℄ and others have demonstrated that Grover's
algorithm is optimal, in the sense that any other quantum algorithm for sear hing an unstru tured database must take time at least O(2n=2 ).
m

2

7 Optimal phase estimation
Query models of quantum omputation provided a natural setting for subsequent dis overies of \real quantum algorithms". The most notable example
is Shor's quantum fa toring algorithm [15℄ whi h evolved from the the ordernding problem, whi h was originally formulated in the language of quantum
queries. Following our \interferometri approa h" we will des ribe this algorithm in the terms of multiparti le quantum interferometry. We start with a
simple eigenvalue or phase estimation problem.
Suppose that U is any unitary transformation on m qubits and j ui is an
eigenve tor of U with eigenvalue ei and onsider the following s enario. We
do not expli itly know U or j ui or ei , but instead we are given devi es that
perform ontrolledU , ontrolled-U 2 , ontrolled-U 2 and so on until we rea h
2n
ontrolled-U . Also, assume that we are given a single preparation of the
state j ui. Our goal is to obtain an n-bit estimator of . We start by onstru ting
the following network,
1

2

1

20

j 0i + j 1i

j 0i + ei  j 1i
22

s

j 0i + j 1i

j 0i + ei  j 1i
21

s

j 0i + j 1i

j 0i + ei  j 1i
20

s

j ui

U2

U2

0

U2

1

j ui

2

The se ond register of m qubits is initially prepared in state j ui and remains
in this state after the omputation, whereas the rst register of n qubits evolves
into the state,
n 1
n 2
(j 0i + ei2  j 1i)(j 0i + ei2  j 1i)    (j 0i + ei j 1i) =

n 1
2X

y=0

y

e2i 2n j yi : (72)

P

Consider the spe ial ase where  = 2x=2n for x = in=01 2i xi , and re all
the quantum Fourier transform (QFT) introdu ed in Se tion 2. The state whi h
gives the binary representation of x, namely, j xn 1    x0 i (and hen e ) an be
obtained by applying the inverse of the QFT , that is by running the network
for the QFT in the ba kwards dire tion ( onsult the diagram of the QFT). If x
is an n-bit number this will produ e the exa t value .
However,  does not have to be a fra tion of a power of two (and may not
even be a rational number). For su h a , it turns out that applying the inverse
of the QFT produ es the best n-bit approximation of  with probability at least
4=2  0:405.
To see why this is so, let us write  = 2(a=2n + Æ), where a = (an 1 : : : a0 )
is the best n-bit estimate of 2 and 0 < jÆj  1=2n+1. Applying the inverse
QFT to the state in Eq. (72) now yields the state
n

n

1 2X1 2X1 e
2n x=0 y=0

a x)y e2iÆy j xi

2i
2n (

(73)

and the oeÆ ient in front of j x = ai in the above is the geometri series
n





1 2X1(e2iÆ )y = 1 1 (e2iÆ )2n :
2n y=0
2n 1 e2iÆ

(74)

inequality 2z 
Sin e jÆj  2n1 , it follows that 2n jÆj  1=2, and using the
sin z  z holding for any z 2 [0; 1=2℄, we get j1 e2iÆ2n j = 2j sin(Æ2n )j 
+1
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4jÆj2n. Also, j1 e2iÆ j = 2j sin Æj  2Æ. Therefore, the probability of observing an 1    a0 when measuring the state is










1 1 (e2iÆ )2n 2  1 4Æ2n 2 = 4 ;
(75)
2n 1 e2iÆ
2n 2Æ
2
whi h proves our assertion. In fa t, the probability of obtaining the best estimate an be made 1 Æ for any 0 < Æ < 1, by reating the state in Eq.(72)
but with n + O(log(1=Æ)) qubits and rounding the answer o to the nearest n
bits [17℄.

8 Periodi ity and quantum fa toring
Amazingly, the appli ation of optimal phase estimation to a very parti ular
unitary operator will allow us to fa tor integers eÆ iently. In fa t, it will allow
us to solve a more general lass of problems related to the periodi ity of ertain
integer fun tions.
Let N be an m-bit integer, and let a be an integer smaller than N , and
oprime to N . De ne a unitary operator Ua a ting on m qubits su h that for
all y < N
j yi 7! Ua j yi = j ay mod N i :
(76)
This unitary operation an be alled multipli ation by a modulo N . Sin e a is
oprime to N , as dis ussed in Se tion 2, there exists a least stri tly positive r
su h that ar = 1 mod N . This r is alled the order of a modulo N . Equivalently,
r is the period of the fun tion f (x) = ax mod N , i.e. the least r > 0 su h that
f (x) = f (x + r) for all x. We are after the optimal n-bit estimate of this period,
given some spe i ed pre ision n.
Now let the ve tors j uk i (k 2 f1; : : : ; rg) be de ned by

j uk i = r

=

1 2

r 1
X
j =0

e

2ikj

r

aj mod N :

(77)

It is easy to he k [23℄ that for ea h k 2 f1; : : : ; rg, j uk i is an eigenve tor with
eigenvalue e2i kr of the modular multipli ation operator Ua de ned above.
It is important to observe that one an eÆ iently onstru t a quantum network for ontrolled multipli ation modulo some number
N . Moreover, for any j ,
it is possible to eÆ iently implement a ontrolled-Ua2j gate [24, 25℄. Therefore,
we an apply the te hniques for optimal phase estimation dis ussed in Se tion
7. For any k 2 f1; : : : ; rg, given the state j uk i we an obtain the best n-bit
approximation to kr . This is tantamount to determining r itself. Unfortunately,
there is a ompli ation.
Our task is: given an m bit long number N and randomly hosen a < N
oprime with N , nd the order of a modulo N . The problem with the above
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method is that we are aware of no straightforward eÆ ient way to prepare any
of the states j uk i. However, the state

j 1i = r

=

1 2

r
X
k=1

j uk i

(78)

is most de nitely an easy state to prepare.

If we start with j 1i in pla e of the eigenve tor j uk i, apply the phase estimation network and measure the rst register bit by bit we will obtain n binary
digits of x su h that, with probability ex eeding 4=2, 2xn is the best n-bit estimate of kr for a randomly hosen k from f1; : : : ; rg. The question is: given x
how to ompute r? Let us make few observations:

 k=r is unique, given x.

Value x=2n, being the n-bit estimate, di ers by at most 1=2n from k=r.
Hen e, as long as n > 2m, the n bit estimate x determines a unique value
of kr sin e r is an m-bit number.
 Candidate values for k=r are all onvergents to x=2m.
For any real number , there is a unique sequen e of spe ial rationals
( pqnn )n2N (g d(pn ; qn ) = 1) alled the onvergents to  that tend to  as n
grows. A theorem [9℄ states that if p and q are integers with  pq < 21q
then p=q is a onvergent to . Sin e we have 21n  2(21m )  21r , this
implies 2xn kr < 21r and k=r is a onvergent to x=2n .
2

2

2

2

 Only one onvergent is eligible.

It is easy to show that there is at most one fra tion a=b satisfying both
b  r and 2xn ab < 21r .
Convergents an be found eÆ iently using the well-known ontinued fra tion
method [9℄. Thus we employ ontinued fra tions and our observations above to
nd a fra tion a=b su h that b  2m and 2xn ab < 21n . We get the rational
k=r, and k = a; r = b, provided k and r are oprime. For randomly hosen k,
this happens with probability greater than or equal to 1= ln r [26℄.
Finally, we show how order- nding an be used to fa tor a omposite number
N . Let a be a randomly hosen positive integer smaller than N su h that
g d(a; N ) = 1. Then the order of a modulo N is de ned, and we an nd it
eÆ iently using the above algorithm. If r is even, then we have:
ar = 1 mod N
(79)
r=
2 2
2
, (a ) 1 = 0 mod N
(80)
r=
2
r=
2
, (a
1)(a + 1) = 0 mod N:
(81)
The produ t (ar=2 1)(ar=2 + 1) must be some multiple of N , so unless
r=
2
a = 1 mod N at least one of terms must have a nontrivial fa tor in ommon
with N . By omputing the greatest ommon divisor of this term and N , one
gets a non-trivial fa tor of N .
2
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Furthermore, if N is odd with prime fa torisation
N = p1 p2    ps s ;
(82)
then it an be shown [26℄ that if a < N is hosen at random su h that g d(a; N ) =
1 then the probability that its order modulo N is even and that ar=2 6= 1 mod
N is:
(83)
Pr(r is even and ar=2 6= 1 mod N )  1 2s1 1 :
Thus, ombining our estimates of su ess at ea h step, with probability greater
than or equal to


4 1 1 1  2 1
(84)
2 ln r
2s 1
2 ln N
1

2

we nd a fa tor of N 4 . (Here we have used that N is omposite and r < N .) If
N is log N = n bits long then by repeating the whole pro ess O(n) times, or by
a running O(n) omputations in parallel by a suitable extension of a quantum
fa toring network, we an then guarantee that we will nd a fa tor of N with a
xed probability greater than 12 . This, and the fa t that the quantum network
family for ontrolled multipli ation modulo some number is uniform and of size
O(n2 ), tells us that fa toring is in the omplexity lass BQP .
But why should anybody are about eÆ ient fa torisation?

9 Cryptography
Human desire to ommuni ate se retly is at least as old as writing itself and
goes ba k to the beginnings of our ivilisation. Methods of se ret ommuni ation were developed by many an ient so ieties, in luding those of Mesopotamia,
Egypt, India, and China, but details regarding the origins of ryptology5 remain
unknown [27℄.
Originally the se urity of a ryptosystem or a ipher depended on the sere y of the entire en rypting and de rypting pro edures; however, today we
use iphers for whi h the algorithm for en rypting and de rypting ould be revealed to anybody without ompromising their se urity. In su h iphers a set
of spe i parameters, alled a key, is supplied together with the plaintext as
an input to the en rypting algorithm, and together with the ryptogram as an
input to the de rypting algorithm [28℄. This an be written as
E^k (P ) = C; and onversely; D^ k (C ) = P;
(85)
where P stands for plaintext, C for ryptotext or ryptogram, k for ryptographi key, and E^ and D^ denote an en ryption and a de ryption operation
respe tively.
4
by Eq.(83), the method fails if N is a prime power, N = p , but prime powers an
be 5eÆ iently re ognised and fa tored by lassi al means.
The s ien e of se ure ommuni ation is alled ryptology from Greek
hidden and
word. Cryptology embodies ryptography, the art of ode-making, and ryptanalysis,
the art of ode-breaking.
N.B.

kryptos

logos
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The en rypting and de rypting algorithms are publi ly known; the se urity
of the ryptosystem depends entirely on the se re y of the key, and this key
must onsist of a randomly hosen, suÆ iently long string of bits. Probably the
best way to explain this pro edure is to have a qui k look at the Vernam ipher,
also known as the one-time pad [29℄.
If we hoose a very simple digital alphabet in whi h we use only apital
letters and some pun tuation marks su h as
A B C D E ...
00 01 02 03 04 ...

... X Y Z
? , .
... 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

we an illustrate the se ret-key en rypting pro edure by the following simple
example (we refer to the dietary requirements of 007):
S
18
15
03

H
07
04
11

A
00
28
28

K
10
13
23

E
04
14
18

N
13
06
19

26
21
17

N
13
11
24

O
14
23
07

T
19
18
07

26
09
05

S
18
11
29

T
19
14
03

I
08
01
09

R
17
19
06

R
17
05
22

E
04
22
26

D
03
07
10

In order to obtain the ryptogram (sequen e of digits in the bottom row)
we add the plaintext numbers (the top row of digits) to the key numbers (the
middle row), whi h are randomly sele ted from between 0 and 29, and take the
remainder after division of the sum by 30, that is we perform addition modulo
30. For example, the rst letter of the message \S" be omes a number \18"in
the plaintext, then we add 18 + 15 = 33; 33 = 1  30 + 3, therefore we get 03
in the ryptogram. The en ryption and de ryption an be written as Pi + ki
(mod 30) = Ci and Ci ki (mod 30) = Pi respe tively for the symbol at
position i.
The ipher was invented in 1917 by the Ameri an AT&T engineer Gilbert
Vernam. It was later shown, by Claude Shannon [30℄, that as long as the key
is truly random, has the same length as the message, and is never reused then
the one-time pad is perfe tly se ure. So, if we have a truly unbreakable system,
what is wrong with lassi al ryptography?
There is a snag. It is alled key distribution. On e the key is established,
subsequent ommuni ation involves sending ryptograms over a hannel, even
one whi h is vulnerable to total passive eavesdropping (e.g. publi announ ement in mass-media). This stage is indeed se ure. However in order to establish
the key, two users, who share no se ret information initially, must at a ertain
stage of ommuni ation use a reliable and a very se ure hannel. Sin e the intereption is a set of measurements performed by an eavesdropper on this hannel,
however diÆ ult this might be from a te hnologi al point of view, in prin iple
any lassi al key distribution an always be passively monitored, without the
legitimate users being aware that any eavesdropping has taken pla e.
In the late 1970s Whit eld DiÆe and Martin Hellman [31℄ proposed an
interesting solution to the key distribution problem. It involved two keys, one
publi key  for en ryption and one private key  for de ryption:
E^ (P ) = C; and D^  (C ) = P:
(86)
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In these systems users do not need to share any private key before they start
sending messages to ea h other. Every user has his own two keys; the publi
key is publi ly announ ed and the private key is kept se ret. Several publi -key
ryptosystems have been proposed sin e 1976; here we on entrate our attention
on the most popular one namely the RSA [32℄. In fa t the te hniques were rst
dis overed at CESG in the early 1970s by James Ellis, who alled them \NonSe ret En ryption" [33℄. In 1973, building on Ellis' idea, C. Co ks designed what
we now all RSA [34℄, and in 1974 M. Williamson proposed what is essentially
known today as the DiÆe-Hellman key ex hange proto ol.
Suppose that Ali e wants to send an RSA en rypted message to Bob. The
RSA en ryption s heme works as follows:
Key generation Bob pi ks randomly two distin t and large prime numbers p
and q. We denote n = pq and  = (p 1)(q 1). Bob then pi ks a random
integer 1 < e <  that is oprime with , and omputes the inverse d of e
modulo  (g d(e; ) = 1). This inversion an be a hieved eÆ iently using
for instan e the extended Eu lidean algorithm for the greatest ommon
divisor[9℄. Bob's private key is  = d and his publi key is  = (e; n)
En ryption Ali e obtains Bob's publi key  = (e; n) from some sort of yellow
pages or an RSA publi key dire tory. Ali e then writes her message as a
sequen e of numbers using, for example, our digital alphabet. This string
of numbers is subsequently divided into blo ks su h that ea h blo k when
viewed as a number P satis es P  n. Ali e en rypts ea h P as
C = E^ (P ) = P e mod n
(87)
and sends the resulting ryptogram to Bob.
De ryption Re eiving the ryptogram C , Bob de rypts it by al ulating
D^  (C ) = C d mod n = P
(88)
where the last equality will be proved shortly.
The mathemati s behind the RSA is a lovely pie e of number theory whi h
goes ba k to the XVI entury when a Fren h lawyer Pierre de Fermat dis overed
that if a prime p and a positive integer a are oprime, then
ap 1 = 1 mod p:
(89)
A entury later, Leonhard Euler found the more general relation
a(n) = 1 mod n;
(90)
for relatively prime integers a and n (a < n). Here (n) is Euler's  fun tion [9℄
whi h ounts the number of positive integers smaller than n and oprime to
n. Clearly, for any prime integer p, (p) = p 1 (any stri tly positive integer
smaller than p is oprime to p). It an also be shown than for any positive
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integers s and t that are oprime to ea h others, (st) = (s)(t). In our ase
we obtain (n) = (p 1)(q 1) =  (p and q are distin t primes). Thus the
ryptogram C = P e mod n an indeed be de rypted by C d mod n = P ed mod n
be ause ed = 1 mod (n), implying the existen e of an integer k su h that
ed = k(n) + 1, and
P ed mod n = P k(n)+1 mod n = P:

(91)

For example, let us suppose that Bob's publi key is  = (e; n) = (179; 571247). 6
He generated it following the pres ription above hoosing p = 773, q = 739 and
e = 179. The private key d was obtained by solving 179d = 1 mod 772  738
using the extended Eu lidean algorithm whi h yields d = 515627. Now if we
want to send Bob en rypted \SHAKEN NOT STIRRED" we rst use our digital
alphabet to obtain the plaintext whi h an be written as the following sequen e
of six digit numbers
180700 100413 261314 192618 190817 170403
Then we en ipher ea h blo k Pi by omputing Ci = Pie mod n; e.g. the rst
blo k P1 = 180700 will be e iphered as
P1e mod n = 180700179 mod 571247 = 141072 = C1 ;

(92)

and the whole message is en iphered as:
141072 253510 459477 266170 286377 087175
The ryptogram C omposed of blo ks Ci an be send over to Bob. He an
then de rypt ea h blo k using his private key d = 515627, e.g. the rst blo k is
de rypted as
141072515627 mod 571247 = 180700 = P1 :
(93)
In order to re over plaintext P from ryptogram C , an outsider, who knows
C , n, and e, would have to solve the ongruen e
P e mod n = C;

(94)

P1179 mod 571247 = 141072:

(95)

for example, in our ase,
Solving su h an equation is believed to be a hard omputational task for lassi al omputers. So far, no lassi al algorithm has been found that omputes
the solution eÆ iently when n is a large integer (say 200 de imal digits long or
more). However, if we know the prime de omposition of n it is a pie e of ake
to gure out the private key d: we simply follow the key generation pro edure
and solve the ongruen e ed = 1 mod (p 1)(q 1). This an be done eÆ iently
6 Needless to say, number n in this example is too small to guarantee se urity, do not try
this publi key with Bob.
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even when p and q are very large. Thus, in prin iple, anybody who knows n
an nd d by fa toring n. The se urity of RSA therefore relies among others
on the assumption that fa toring large numbers is omputationally diÆ ult.
In the ontext of lassi al omputation, su h diÆ ulty has never been proved.
Worse still, we have seen in Se tion 8 that there is a quantum algorithm that
fa tors large number eÆ iently. This means that the se urity of the RSA ryptosystem will be ompletely ompromised if large-s ale quantum omputation
be omes one day pra ti al. This way, the advent of quantum omputation rules
out publi ryptographi s hemes ommonly used today that are based on the
\diÆ ulty" of fa toring or the \diÆ ulty" of another mathemati al operation
alled dis rete logarithm [9℄.
On the other hand, quantum omputation provides novel te hniques to generate a shared private key with perfe t on dentiality, regardless the omputational power ( lassi al or quantum) of the adversaries. Su h te hniques are
referred to as quantum key distribution proto ols. Dis ussion on quantum key
distribution is outside the s ope of this le ture. Interested readers are referred
to [35, 36, 37℄. A omprehensive bibliography on this subje t an be found
in [38℄.

10 Conditional quantum dynami s
Quantum gates and quantum networks provide a very onvenient language for
building any quantum omputer or (whi h is basi ally the same) quantum multiparti le interferometer. But an we build quantum logi gates?
Single qubit quantum gates are regarded as relatively easy to implement. For
example, a typi al quantum opti al realisation uses atoms as qubits and ontrols
their states with laser light pulses of arefully sele ted frequen y, intensity and
duration; any pres ribed superposition of two sele ted atomi states an be
prepared this way.
Two-qubit gates are mu h more diÆ ult to build.
In order to implement two-qubit quantum logi gates it is suÆ ient, from the
experimental point of view, to indu e a onditional dynami s of physi al bits,
i.e. to perform a unitary transformation on one physi al subsystem onditioned
upon the quantum state of another subsystem,
U = j 0i h0 j U0 + j 1i h1 j U1 +    + j ki hk j Uk ;
(96)
where the proje tors refer to quantum states of the ontrol subsystem and the
unitary operations Ui are performed on the target subsystem [6℄. The simplest non-trivial operation of this sort is probably a onditional phase shift su h
as B () whi h we used to implement the quantum Fourier transform and the
quantum ontrolled-not (or xor) gate.
Let us illustrate the notion of the onditional quantum dynami s with a
simple example. Consider two qubits, e.g. two spins, atoms, single-ele tron
quantum dots, whi h are oupled via a z(1) z(2) intera tion (e.g. a dipole-dipole
intera tion):
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The rst qubit, with resonant frequen y !1 , will a t as the ontrol qubit and
the se ond one, with resonant frequen y !2 , as the target qubit. Due to the
oupling V^ the resonant frequen y for transitions between the states j 0i and j 1i
of one qubit depends on the neighbour's state. The resonant frequen y for the
rst qubit be omes !1  depending on whether the se ond qubit is in state
j 0i or j 1i. Similarly the se ond qubit's resonant frequen y be omes !2  ,
depending on the state of the rst qubit. Thus a -pulse at frequen y !2 +
auses the transition j 0i $ j 1i in the se ond qubit only if the rst qubit is in
j 1i state. This way we an implement the quantum ontrolled-not gate.

11 De oheren e and re oheren e
Thus in prin iple we know how to build a quantum omputer; we an start with
simple quantum logi gates and try to integrate them together into quantum
networks. However, if we keep on putting quantum gates together into networks
we will qui kly run into some serious pra ti al problems. The more intera ting
qubits are involved the harder it tends to be to engineer the intera tion that
would display the quantum interferen e. Apart from the te hni al diÆ ulties
of working at single-atom and single-photon s ales, one of the most important
problems is that of preventing the surrounding environment from learning about
whi h omputational path was taken in the multi-parti le interferometer. This
\wel her Weg" information an destroy the interferen e and the power of quantum omputing.
Consider the following qubit-environment intera tion, known as de oheren e[39℄,

j0; mi 7! j0; m i; j1; mi 7! j1; m i;
(97)
where jmi is the initial state and jm i, jm i are the two nal states of the envi0

1

0

1

ronment. This is basi ally a measurement performed by the environment on a
qubit. Suppose that in our single qubit interferen e experiment (see Eqs. (43))
a qubit in between the two Hadamard transformation is \wat hed" by the environment whi h learns whether the qubit is in state j0i or j1i: The evolution
of the qubit and the environment after the rst Hadamard and the phase gate
is des ribed by the following transformation,
H 1
p (j 0i + j 1i) j mi 7! p1 (ei=2 j 0i + e i=2 j 1i) j mi : (98)
j 0i j mi 7!
2
2
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We write the de oheren e a tion as
p1 (ei  j 0i + e i  j 1i) j mi 7! p1 (ei  j 0i j m0 i + e i  j 1i j m1 i): (99)
2
2
The nal Hadamard gate generates the output state
p1 (ei  j 0i j m0 i + e i  j 1i j m1 i)
(100)
2




H 1
7!
j
0
i
ei j m0 i + e i j m1 i
2 



1
+ 2 j 1i ei j m0 i e i j m1 i :
(101)
Taking j m0 i and j m1 i to be normalised and hm0 j m1 i to be real we obtain
the probabilities P0 and P1 ,
1
P0 = (1 + hm0 j m1 i os ) ;
(102)
2
1
(103)
P1 = (1 hm0 j m1 i os ) :
2
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

It is instru tive to see the e e t of de oheren e on the qubit alone when its
state is written in terms as a density operator. The de oheren e intera tion
entangles qubits with the environment,
( j 0i + j1i) jmi 7! j 0ijm0 i + j 1ijm1 i:

(104)

Rewriting in terms of density operators and tra ing over the environment's
Hilbert spa e on the both sides, we obtain


j j
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(105)

The o -diagonal elements, originally alled by atomi physi ists oheren es, vanish as hm1 j m0 i 7! 0; that is why this parti ular intera tion with the environment
is alled de oheren e.
How does de oheren e a e t, for example, Deuts h's algorithm? Substituting 0 or  for  in Eq.(102) we see that we obtain the orre t answer only with
some probability, whi h is
1 + hm0 j m1 i :
(106)
2
If hm0 j m1 i = 0, the perfe t de oheren e ase, then the network outputs 0 or 1
with equal probabilities, i.e. it is useless as a omputing devi e. It is lear that
we want to avoid de oheren e, or at least diminish its impa t on our omputing
devi e.
In general when we analyse physi ally realisable omputations we have to
onsider errors whi h are due to the omputer-environment oupling and from
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the omputational omplexity point of view we need to assess how these errors s ale with the input size n. If the probability of an error in a single run,
Æ(n), grows exponentially with n, i.e. if Æ(n) = 1 A exp( n), where A and
are positive onstants, then the randomised algorithm annot te hni ally be
regarded as eÆ ient any more regardless of how weak the oupling to the environment may be. Unfortunately, the omputer-environment intera tion leads
to just su h an unwel ome exponential in rease of the error rate with the input size. To see this onsider a register of size n and assume that ea h qubit
de oheres separately,

j xi j M i = j xn : : : x x i j mi : : : j mi j mi
7! j xn : : : x x i mxn ::: j mx i j mx i = j xi j Mx i ; (107)
where xi 2 f0; 1g. Then a superposition j xi + j yi evolves as
( j xi + j yi) j M i 7! j xi j Mxi + j yi j My i ;
(108)
but now the s alar produ t hMx j My i whi h redu es the o -diagonal elements
1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

of the density operator of the whole register and whi h a e ts the probabilities
in the interferen e experiment is given by

hMx j My i = hmx j my i hmx j my i::: mxn
0

1

0

1

1

myn

1

i

(109)

whi h is of the order of

hMx j My i = hm j m iH x;y ;
0

1

(

)

(110)

where H (x; y) is the Hamming distan e between x and y, i.e. the number of
binary pla es in whi h x and y di er (e.g. the Hamming distan e between
101101 and 111101 is 1 be ause the two binary string di er only in the se ond
binary pla e). Hen e there are some oheren es whi h disappear as hm0 j m1 in
and therefore in some interferen e experiments the probability of error may grow
exponentially with n.
It is lear that for quantum omputation of any reasonable length to ever be
physi ally feasible it will be ne essary to in orporate some eÆ iently realisable
stabilisation s heme to ombat the e e ts of de oheren e. Deuts h was the rst
one to dis uss this problem. During the Rank Prize Funds Mini{Symposium
on Quantum Communi ation and Cryptography, Broadway, England in 1993
he proposed `re oheren e' based on a symmetrisation pro edure (for details
see [40℄). The basi idea is as follows. Suppose we have a quantum system,
we prepare it in some initial state j i i and we want to implement a pres ribed
unitary evolution j (t)i or just preserve j i i for some period of time t. Now,
suppose that instead of a single system we an prepare R opies of j i i and
subsequently we an proje t the state of the ombined system into the symmetri subspa e i.e. the subspa e ontaining all states whi h are invariant under
any permutation of the sub-systems. The laim is that frequent proje tions
into the symmetri subspa e will redu e errors indu ed by the environment.
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The intuition behind this on ept is based on the observation that a pres ribed
error-free storage or evolution of the R independent opies starts in the symmetri sub-spa e and should remain in that sub-spa e. Therefore, sin e the
error-free omponent of any state always lies in the symmetri subspa e, upon
su essful proje tion it will be un hanged and part of the error will have been
removed. Note however that the proje ted state is generally not error{free sin e
the symmetri subspa e ontains states whi h are not of the simple produ t
form j i j i : : : j i. Nevertheless it has been shown that the error probability
will be suppressed by a fa tor of 1=R [40℄.
More re ently proje tions on symmetri subspa es were repla ed by more
ompli ated proje tions on arefully sele ted subspa es. These proje tions, proposed by Shor [41℄, Calderbank and Shor [42℄, Steane [43℄ and others [44, 45, 46,
47, 48℄, are onstru ted on the basis of lassi al error- orre ting methods but
represent intrinsi ally new quantum error- orre tion and stabilisation s hemes;
they are the subje t of mu h urrent study.
Let us illustrate the main idea of re oheren e by des ribing a simple method
for prote ting an unknown state of a single qubit in a noisy quantum register.
Consider the following s enario: we want to store in a omputer memory one
qubit in an unknown quantum state of the form j i = j 0i + j 1i and we know
that any single qubit whi h is stored in a register undergoes a de oheren e type
entanglement with an environment des ribed by Eq.(104). To see how the state
of the qubit is a e ted by the environment, we al ulate the delity of the
de ohered state at time t with respe t to the initial state j i
F (t) = h j (t) j i ;
(111)
where (t) is given by Eq. (105). It follows that
F (t) = j j4 + j j4 + 2j j2 j j2 Re[hm0 (t) j m1 (t)i℄ :
(112)
The expression above depends on the initial state j i and learly indi ates
that some states are more vulnerable to de oheren e than others. In order to
get rid of this dependen e we onsider the average delity, al ulated under the
assumption that any initial state j i is equally probable. Taking into a ount
the normalisation onstraint the average delity is given by
Z 1
1
(113)
F (t) = F (t) d j j2 = (2 + Re[hm0 (t) j m1 (t)i℄) :
3
0
If we assume an exponential-type de oheren e, where hm0 (t) j m1 (t)i = e t,
the average delity takes the simple form
1
F (t) = (2 + e t) :
(114)
3
In parti ular, for times mu h shorter than the de oheren e time td = 1= , the
above delity an be approximated as
1 t + O( 2 t2 ) :
(115)
F (t) ' 1
3
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Let us now show how to improve the average delity by quantum en oding.
Before we pla e the qubit in the memory register we en ode it: we an add two
qubits, initially both in state j 0i, to the original qubit and then perform an
en oding unitary transformation
j 000i 7! j 000i = (j 0i + j 1i)(j 0i + j 1i)(j 0i + j 1i);
(116)
j 100i 7! j 111i = (j 0i j 1i)(j 0i j 1i)(j 0i j 1i);
(117)
generating state j 000i + j 111i, where j 0i = j 0i + j 1i and j 1i = j 0i j 1i.
Now, suppose that only the se ond stored qubit was a e ted by de oheren e
and be ame entangled with the environment:
(j 0i + j 1i)(j 0i j m0 i + j 1i j m1 i)(j 0i + j 1i) +
(j 0i j 1i)(j 0i j m0 i j 1i j m1 i)(j 0i j 1i);

(118)

whi h an also be written as
( j 000i + j 111i)(j m0 i + j m1 i) + ( j 010i + j 101i)(j m0 i j m1 i): (119)
The de oding unitary transformation an be onstru ted using a ouple of
quantum ontrolled-NOT gates and the To oli gate, thus ompleting the errororre ting network:
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h
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H
H
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j 000i + j 111i

H

H
H
H
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h t
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jx i
jx i
1

2

DECODING

Careful inspe tion of the network shows that any single phase- ip j 0i $ j 1i
will be orre ted and the environment will be e e tively disentangled from the
qubits. In our parti ular ase we obtain
( j 0i + j 1i) [j 00i (j m0 i + j m1 i) + j 10i (j m0 i j m1 i)℄:

(120)

The two auxiliary outputs arry information about the error syndrome - 00
means no error, 01 means the phase- ip o urred in the third qubit, 10 means
the phase- ip in the se ond qubit and 11 signals the phase ip in the rst qubit.
Thus if only one qubit in the en oded triplet de oheres we an re over the
original state perfe tly. In reality all three qubits de ohere simultaneously and,
as the result, only partial re overy of the original state is possible. In this
ase lengthy but straightforward al ulations show that the average delity of
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the re onstru ted state after the de oding operation for an exponential-type
de oheren e is
1
Fe (t) = [4 + 3e t e 3 t ℄ :
(121)
6
For short times this an be written as
1 2 t2 + O( 3 t3 ):
Fe (t) ' 1
(122)
2

Comparing Eq. (114) with Eq. (121), we an easily see that for all times t,
Fe (t)  F (t):
(123)
This is the essen e of re oheren e via en oding and de oding. There is mu h
more to say (and write) about quantum odes and the reader should be warned
that we have barely s rat hed the surfa e of the urrent a tivities in quantum
error orre tion, negle ting topi s su h as group theoreti al ways of onstru ting
good quantum odes [46, 47℄, on atenated odes [48℄, quantum fault tolerant
omputation [49℄ and many others.

12 Con luding remarks
Resear h in quantum omputation and in its all possible variations has be ome
vigorously a tive and any omprehensive review of the eld must be obsolete
as soon as it is written. Here we have de ided to provide only some very basi
knowledge, hoping that this will serve as a good starting point to enter the eld.
Many interesting papers in these and many related areas an be found at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory e-print ar hive (http://xxx.lanl.gov/ar hive/quantph) and on the web site of the Center for Quantum Computation (www.qubit.org).
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